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Being based on the Isle of Man has many advantages
however once all the road racing ends and the teams
and fans depart for the last time it heralds the start of
winter, a bit dramatic yes however for us race fans
that’s how it feels.
Our festival was a very busy one with us fielding two I2V
supported bikes in two races with one rider (Keef),
assisting one newcomer (Eric Lenser) racing in two
classes with two different bikes including one race at
the same time as our Keef and fielding 2 of our classic
machines in three closed roads parades for two different riders (did you get all that? Don’t worry we
also struggled!).

So how did we do?
Unlike club, national or endurance racing the
TT/Classic TT and Manx GP is held over 2 weeks
with practices almost every day (weather
permitting) and racing that covers the last seven
days. This takes its toll on riders, machines and the
team and the attrition rate is high, very high. We
were able to get to race week with all but one
machine ready to race. Unfortunately our I2V
Darvill-Kawasaki Z1R developed an engine fault at
the infamous Balla-scary, Keef was ok (for which we
are eternally grateful) but the bike then needed to
be parked up awaiting Slick’s magic touch.
Our first race was to be Eric’s debut on the TT Mountain course; he was using his Suzuki SV650
MiniTwin. Eric shot off down Bray Hill and made his way round the course without incident pulling in
on Lap 2 for his scheduled stop. This year the rules changed and all machines need to be placed on a

paddock stand before fuelling
commences and the team need to now
wear Proban and Nomex fireproof
protective equipment. Now for many
teams this was an alien activity but we
have been doing this in endurance racing
for a number of years so were already set
up and this didn’t faze us. The pit stop
was fast, really fast and before Eric could
even get a drink he was being pushed
away! He finished well and with a
finishers medal under his belt he could
now relax and wait for the SuperTwin race on the Wednesday of race week to get out on his Honda
RS250 smoker….

Graeme Smith was aboard our World Championship winning Endurance bike (1969 Darvill-Honda
CB750) for the VMCC and Classic Racer Parade laps. The VMCC lap was very controlled and being
attended by road-going machines only however the Classic Racer Lap of Honor was somewhat more
spirited. Above is a pic of the VMCC lap with Graeme at the Creg, if the Classic Racer lap was more
‘fun’ I wonder how far he leaned over the next time he hurtled through there ;o)

The SuperTwin race meant all hands on deck with two bikes and two riders. Both Eric and Keef were
numbered close together (#53 for Eric and #55 for Keef) and both scheduled for a 2nd lap pitstop.
Racing on the TT Course is unlike any
other track/course/circuit. When
you’re in the pit you only have the
radio and the Grandstand scoreboard
for information. You watch the little
location arrow for your rider waiting
it to move to the next sector. You
stare at the Scouts that operate this
so hard willing them to stop at your
number and update it that your eyes
go squiffy but what you don’t want
to see is an official walking towards
you with a piece of paper. This
heralds info about your rider which is
never a good thing!

Unfortunately we were approached by one such official to inform us that Eric had stopped at
Ballacraine, he was fine but had retired the bike due to a fuelling issue…. Drat!

Keef’s race was hampered by the excessive
amount of incidents with two thirds of the
field failing to reach the finish line. There
were waved yellows for much of the course
which slowed most people down, some
however seemed to still manage excellent
lap times!?!?! Keef’s pit stop was excellently
executed and he didn’t even get a speeding
penalty (old joke, Keef was the 1st person
ever to be awarded a 30second penalty
when they brought in the new regulations a
couple of years ago … tee-hee). Keef
crossed the line as the fastest MiniTwin, we couldn’t ask for more!

Our last event was the Riders Reunion parade lap for ex Manx Grand Prix riders. This was to be held
on Senior Race Day, no speed control and an excellent mix of riders and machines (including ex 3
time TT winner Alex George). Barry Clay our good friend, one of our official photographers (he’s a bit
good being a BSB ‘tog’ also), ex Manx GP rider and generally good egg was going to be riding our
1979 Darvill-Spondon Honda which houses a works Honda RSC 998cc engine. His first outing was up
at Jurby for the VMCC Festival of Jurby and was able to get out for a couple of sessions to familerise
himself and to setup the controls to his liking. We think he enjoyed it ;o)

The weather turned nasty late on Thursday and we waited with
baited breath for positive news for Senior Race Day. The morning
dawned with drizzle and standing water evident across the Isle of
Man. The Clerk of the Course announced a delay and with the
programme of our lap before the Blue Ribband event we passed
through Technical Inspection (without a hitch) and found our slot
in Parc Ferme, got her tyre warmers on and began the wait!
We were disheartened to hear that the Clerk of the Course (CoC)
had decided to delay further and change the order of the day with
the Senior Race going before us. We didn’t agree but the CoC has
a difficult job and we respect his decision. The weather was very
very windy but it cleared and the track dried
enough to get racing underway. The race was
fraught with incidents and unfortunately a
serious incident on the 3rd lap at the 11th
Milestone and Bishopscourt leading to a
newcomer losing his life the CoC had to red
flag the race and abandon the day’s activities.
Whilst we were upset we couldn’t get out its
hard as a team not to be affected by this, our
thoughts go to everyone involved.

Upon reflection we did well, would have loved to
seen just how fast Keef could have gone if it weren’t
for the waved yellow (we wanted some more
SuperTwin scalps). It would have been great to Eric
finish on his RS250 (they smoke too much and sound
like something is broken inside when running) and
we would have dearly loved to see Barry’s face after
his first proper lap since the early 90’s but that’s
racing.
I can’t sign off without discussing tyres….. I can honestly say without reservation that the new Conti
Attack race tyres are utterly amazing. The grip levels in all conditions and wear rate are phenomenal.
Teams and especially riders are reticent to change to anything ‘unknown’ as this may affect their
setup and season however I cannot stress how good these are. They have given us the edge this year
and I can’t thank Graham and the Continental UK Team enough for their ongoing support!

Next……
We have the last round of the ARA Championship which
we will attend if the Z1R Kawasaki is ready (could be
praying to the Wiseco gods again), we are currently
leading the championship and we would dearly love to
take that trophy back to Darvill HQ if we can.
Fozzy has a couple of rounds of eMoto race series, we
hope to bring you stories and pics and we can’t wait to try
the Conti slicks….!!!
Plans are being formed for 2015 and it currently looks all
rather ‘tasty’ and as soon as we can we will share this with
you.
Thanks as always to the Team and our fantastic sponsors
without whom none of this would be possible
Same again next year chaps? Ohh go on then if we must!
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